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Creasers & Perforators

I have a small shop, do you have a small easy to use creaser that will also perforate?
-Yes, our SMC-12F creaser is a tabletop model. An optional perforating die is available.
What is the largest creaser you have?
-Our largest creaser is the SCP-14 with a maximum of 14.5" wide
When creasing with your machines will my digital stock crack?
-NO, these are true creasers, not scoring machines. Your digital stock will not crack.
Does the SCP-14 offer a perforating die?
-Yes, actually the machine is sold with both the creasing & perforating die.
Can I also do scoring with the SCP-14?
-Yes, A rotary score, perf and slit is also available.
Is the stand on the SCP-14 offered at an additional cost?
-No, the stand is standard
Do any of your machines do a micro perforation?
-Yes, the SMC-13 does have an optional micro-perf die available
How many creaser can I put per sheet on the SCP-14?
-32 creases or perforations per sheet
Do any of your creasers do up & down creasing?
-Yes, our SCP-14 can
Please contact us if you
should have any additional
questions.
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What is the job memory on the SCP-14?
-You can store up to 99 jobs
Is there a stand available for the SMC-13
-No, the SMC-13 is a tabletop machine.
Can the speed on your cresers be adjusted?
-Yes, all of our creasers have adjustable speed
Which one of your creasers will accommodate the longest paper?
-The SMC-12F, this machine can handle paper up to 28" long
Are any of your creasers air feed?
-Our SCP-14 is an air fed
Can any of your creasers do 2 direction creasing?
-Yes, Our SCP-14 will do both up and down crease

